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More than 30 years ago, Dr. Ronald R. Fieve gained national recognition for his pioneering

treatment of what was then known as "manic-depression". Since then, he has focused on patients

with mild bipolarity, also known as Bipolar II. With the right treatment, these patients can turn their

illness into an asset. In this groundbreaking book, Dr. Fieve presents a highly successful program

that allows Bipolar II patients to harness the creativity and energy of their hypomanic "highs" while

minimizing the potentially devastating "lows" of depression. Now with a new foreword explaining the

most up-to-date research on the bipolar spectrum, Bipolar Breakthrough includes:Six stay-well

strategies for anyone suffering from Bipolar IIThe latest information on cutting-edge medications

with fewer side effectsA special section on the complications of a bipolar diagnosis for pregnant

women, children, and the elderly With results supported by thousands of patient histories, Dr.

Fieve's Bipolar Breakthrough is a landmark work that will help the millions of Bipolar II sufferers live

better lives.
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Excellent overview of bipolar disorder in general, including brief history of the diagnosis. Using clear

and simple language, Dr. Fieve engages us in his sophisticated understanding of the disorder. The

most significant idea in the book is his use of the category Bipolar II b, wherein the 'b' stands for

beneficial. Dr. Fieve remarks that so many of his clients are highly successful people when they are

hypomanic. However, these same people are subject to major depression (Dr. Fieve acknowledges

that bipolar depression is the worst) and unproductive and even damaging episodes of hypomania.



Yet they are also incredibly brilliant and talented people, thus the new category. The author includes

many real-life examples taken from his practice. An important book for those who have the disorder

or love someone who has this disease.

This book is pretty helpful for someone like me who was recently diagnosed with mild bipolar

disorder. This book will inform you of possible triggers, available medicine/treatment methods, and

more. It is important to stay informed of your own illnesses, and for that I would recommend this

book for people who have bipolar II.

This book reads like a dense textbook at times, but it also is filled with case study examples of real

people living with BP 1 and 2. It's informative for those who may think they are bi-polar, strategies

for those who have the diagnosis and their families, and the science behind the mental illness.

Definitely worth reading. I would give it 4 and a half stars if I could, but it was worth rounding up.

I bought this book hoping to gain a lot of tools to help with BP. While some information was new and

beneficial a lot of the steps or advice given seems too commonplace. Also the book has many

similar stories from his patients that felt redundant and long-winded. I couldn't relate to many of the

patients and hoped for accounts that varied more on the bipolar spectrum.

Very helpful in understanding progression and treatment of bipolar disorder.

This book is more of a PR for its author. He keeps saying that not all BPII patients are 'beneficial',

actually he says most are not, but he keeps presenting cases and singing the praise of those with

high creativity, focus, energy, etc. By the end of the book, the disorder turns into a god given

advantage over others without the disorder. Then what is the point of "curing" this disorder and why

does he complain that patients only see doctors when they are in depressed mood. He should not

have labeled the book as TypeII, as this is misleading . it is a book about typeIIB, which is the

authors 'Breakthrough Discovery" as he calls it, but since he has not been able to scientifically

demonstrate this new "discovery," and he wants to sell more books, he has targeted the wider

TypeII audience with this title. I think he has done more damage to better understanding of this

disorder by writing a self serving book while misleading the readers about the disorder.

Helpful for family as well as new bipolar II patients. Especially appreciate the author's portrayal of



successful " bipolar IIB" patients who have learned to foster the positive aspects of hypomania &

flourish because of this condition not in spite of it.

this book is very good to read if you are looking to understand bipolar disease, it explains how to tell

the difference in bipolar 1 and bipolar 2. it also has a lot of good suggestions on how to deal with it

and what meds are best for each.
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